
1 PETER – Living Out Our Identity in Christ 
Amidst a Challenging World 

Mile Marker 6 … “A ‘Peculiar People’ Living a Positively 
‘Peculiar Life’ – How We Respond to Hard Times”  

1 Peter 4:12-19 (with a few other texts as well) 
 

Introductory Reflection 

For this last session in 1 Peter, we continue with our general focus on the POSITIVELY peculiar life 
we’re called to live out as God’s peculiar people in Christ! It’s all part of this broader emphasis on 
our CONDUCT; it’s about how we live a holy life. Specifically, we move to a theme prevalent in 1 
Peter – how followers of Jesus respond to suffering and adversity. What Peter instructs believers to 
do in response to such realities is likely going to sound downright strange to us! 

We begin by thinking about some more typical responses to suffering people have (especially in our 
culture). As you answer these preliminary questions, reflect on your own experience – both how you 
personally have handled difficulties and how you have observed others responding to them. 

What are some typical responses people have towards suffering and adversity (of any kind)? 

 

 
What are some ways people might attempt to put more of a “positive spin” on such realities when 
it comes to our response? 

 

 
Now, think about challenges that come not just as a general life reality, but specifically because of a 
person’s commitment to Jesus. How does that tend to change a person’s response to adversity? 

 

 
A Reminder about Our Approach through the Rest of 1 Peter 

After a couple of preliminary weeks, our journey through 1 Peter has focused primarily around two 
general themes:  (1) our IDENTITY in Christ and (2) our CONDUCT as His people in this world. 

Here’s the link between the two:  because of our IDENTITY in Christ – what should be the most 
foundational part of who we are!! – we live the life we do in the midst of this world! We are a 
peculiar people living a peculiar life! 
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NOTE … there is much from 1 Peter that we have not been able to address in these mile markers (e.g. 
most of chapter 5!); our approach has been an effort to get a sense of the major themes that surface. 
There is undoubtedly much more we could see. 

Review:  A Call to Peculiar Conduct, Even Positively Peculiar Conduct 

Overall, Peter issues God’s call to peculiar conduct in two basic directions – it’s about a rejection of 
certain wrong/sinful behaviors (saying “NO!”) and an embracing of other types of right actions 
(saying “YES!”). See again 1 Peter 1:13-17 and 2:11-12. Mile Marker 5 particularly highlighted the 
positive angle of all this (see 2:12 as well as what follows in 2:13 into chapter 3). Followers of Jesus 
in this world – even amidst the most hostile contexts – should be creating ripples of positive 
influence. It is conduct that is “good” or “honorable,” that which affirmatively reflects the light of 
Christ in our lives; remember Matthew 5:14-16. Indeed, holiness is not just about avoiding sin; it’s 
also about pursuing what is good, right and proper in this world – what reflects God’s character! 

Still within this basic context, we come in this mile marker to focus on suffering and adversity, more 
specifically, how we as Christ’s people respond to it. Peter’s instructions certainly challenge how we 
might typically react to difficulties we are experiencing. Indeed, what he writes definitely falls into 
the category of that which is positively peculiar! 

A Challenging Reality:  Suffering and Adversity 

Reading through 1 Peter, it’s not hard to see people experiencing difficulty as followers of Jesus. 
Unlike what the experience has been for believers in an American context, the 1st century Roman 
Empire was hostile territory. Much like it can be for persecuted Christians around the globe still 
today, suffering and adversity was simply part of the package for Peter and his original audience!  

Consider these words that highlight this reality (ESV language): they were “grieved by various trials,” 
an experience likened to gold being tested and refined by fire (1:6-7). They should be expecting a 
“fiery trial” that would come to test believers (4:12ff). Beyond such words, there are also references 
to various forms of opposition – from physical harm to insults – in 2:20; 3:9, 13-14; 4:1 and 5:9. In a 
way, even the language of being “exiles” (remember the words associated with that) would point to 
the uncomfortable context for these 1st century believers. As we can see throughout the NT – from 
early on in the book of Acts through to the setting of Revelation – the reality of suffering and 
adversity was not an anomaly for followers of Jesus in the 1st century world. Contrary to what we 
experience in our culture, this was, in fact, far more of the “norm.” 

Perhaps it would be good to identify two specific sources: 

1. Suffering and adversity that come simply with the package of life. It’s the hard stuff of 
life that comes due to a fallen world, from the poor choices of others, etc. 

2. Suffering and adversity that come as a direct result of someone’s commitment to Jesus. 
This is what fits more in the category of persecution and opposition; notice how Peter 
connects this to a spiritual influence behind it all in 5:8!  

For application purposes, we can consider both of these categories in this mile marker even though 
Peter’s situation points more specifically to the first. 



A Positively Peculiar Response to This Reality 

We’re going to focus on 4:12-19 on the last page, but let’s consider some other texts and what they 
say. Take the time to reflect on these texts and the questions below in this table: 

1:6-7 

We saw this back in Mile Marker 2, but what is the positively peculiar 
response Peter instructs us to have to the trials we experience in life? 

 
 
 
 

2:18-25 
 

(This is written to 
slaves who are 
experiencing 

harsh treatment, 
but we can still 

consider an even 
broader level of 

application.) 

What is the basic response Peter encourages from those who are 
suffering (especially when it’s undeserved)? 

 
 
 
 

What is the basic response Peter encourages amidst such situations? 
 
 
 
 

What is the significance of Peter highlighting God’s response (v. 19)? 
 
 
 
 

What does Peter write about Jesus’ example in this regard (vv. 21ff)? 
 
 
 
 

3:9 
A general instruction about how we are to choose to respond to those 

who mistreat. Notice what Peter writes! 

3:13-22 

What stands out to you in these words when it comes to the 
response believers should have when suffering comes? 

 
 
 
 

5:8-9 
A note about the enemy who stands behind the suffering and 

adversity being experienced – the command to “STAND FIRM!” 

  

All in all, based on these texts we’ve looked at so far from 1 Peter, what stands out about the way 
Peter instructs us to respond to suffering and adversity in a positively peculiar way? 

 

 



READ 1 Peter 4:12-19 (ESV) 
12 Beloved, do not be surprised at the fiery trial when it comes upon you to test you, as though 

something strange were happening to you. 13 But rejoice insofar as you share Christ's sufferings, 

that you may also rejoice and be glad when His glory is revealed. 14 If you are insulted for the Name 

of Christ, you are blessed, because the Spirit of glory and of God rests upon you. 15 But let none of 

you suffer as a murderer or a thief or an evildoer or as a meddler. 16 Yet if anyone suffers as 

a Christian, let him not be ashamed, but let him glorify God in that name. 17 For it is time for 

judgment to begin at the household of God; and if it begins with us, what will be the outcome for 

those who do not obey the gospel of God? 18 And 

“If the righteous is scarcely saved, 

      what will become of the ungodly and the sinner?” 

19 Therefore let those who suffer according to God's will entrust their souls to a faithful Creator while 

doing good. 

What is the “strange” expectation that verse 12 indicates we should have as God’s people in this 
world? (As odd as this sounds to us in a context where some believe that faith is a “get out of 
suffering free” card, this is a consistent NT perspective – e.g. see John 15:18-21 and 2 Timothy 3:12.) 

 

 

Reflect on the following responses – what does it look like to … 

… rejoice in sharing Christ’s suffering (more applicable to a specific type of adversity that 
comes because of commitment to Him – cf. Matthew 5:10-12 and 1 Peter 3)? 

 
 

… not be ashamed in suffering, but glorify God? 

 
 

… “entrust our souls to a faithful Creator while doing good” (remember the emphasis of 
HOPE from 1:3ff – what is in store for God’s people in Christ)? 

 
 

How does such a response to suffering and adversity help point positively to Christ? 

 

 

 

Concluding Thoughts and Application 

Reflect on the following perspective “shifts” by way of application:   

1. Expect antagonism if you’re being faithful to Christ in this world.   

2. Acknowledge God’s refining purposes amidst any suffering and adversity. 

3. Entrust yourself and your circumstances to God, believing He is faithful. 

4. See beyond the present troubles to future glory (see 2 Corinthians 4:16-18). 


